
dS ffiefine your terms!" someone yells in the middle of a heated debatE
fu#attnough yelling may not be the best strategy, the advice is sound for

writers of argument. People do disagree over the meaning of words. We cannot
let words mean whatever we want and still communicate, but we do need to
understand that many words have more than one meaning. In addition, some
words carry strong connotations, the emotional associations we attach to them.
For this reason, realtors never sellhouses; they always sellhomes. They want you
to believe that the house they are showing will become the home in which you
will feel huppy and secure.

Many important arguments turn on the definition of key terms. If you can
convince others that you have the correct definition, then you are well on your
way to winning your argument. The civil rights movement, for example, really
turned on a definition of terms. Leaders argued that some laws are unjust, that
because it is the law does not necessarily mean it is right. Laws requiring sepa-
rate schools and separate drinking fountains and seats at the back of the bus for
blacks were, in the view of civil rights activists, unjust laws, unjust because
they are immoral and as such diminish us as humans. If obeying unjust laws is
immoral, then it follows that we should not obey such laws. And when we rec-
ognize that obeying such laws hurts us, then we have an obligation to act to
remove unjust laws. Civil disobedience-illegal behavior to some-becomes,
by definition, the best moral behavior.

Attorney Andrew Vachss has argued that there are no child prostitutes,
only prostituted children. Yes, there are children who engage in sex for money.
But, Vachss argues, that is not the complete definition of a prostitute. A prosti-
tute chooses to exchange sex for money. Children do not choose; they are
exploited by adults, beaten and in other ways abused if they do not work for
the adult in controt of them. If we agree with his definitiory Vachss expects that
we will also agree that the adults must be punished for their abuse of those
prostituted children.

DHFININfi AS PART #F At\il ARffiilIMMNT
There are two occasions for defining words as a part of your argument:

o You need to define any technical terms that may not be familiar to readers-
or that readers may not understand as fully as they think they do. David
Norman, early in his book on dinosaurs, writes:

Nearly everyone knows what some dinosaurs look like, such as Tyrannosaurus,
Triceratops, and Stegosaurus. But they may be much more vague about the
lesser known ones, and may have difficulty in distinguishing between
dinosaurs and other types of prehistoric creatures. It is not at all unusual to
overhear an adult, taking a group of children around a museum display, being
reprimanded sharply by the youngsters for failingto realize that a woolly
mammoth was not a dinosaur, or-more forgivably-that a giant flyi.g reptile
such as Pteranodon, which lived at the time of the dinosaurs, was not a
dinosaur either.
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So what exactly is a dinosaur? And how do paleontologists decide on the

Norman answers his questions by,explaining the four characteristics that
all dinosaurs have. He provides what is often referred to as a formal
definition He places the dinosaur in a class, established by four criteria,
and then distinguishes this animal from other animals that lived a long
time ago. His definition is not open to debate. He is presenting the defini-
tion and classification system that paleontologists, the specialists, have
established.

o You need to define any word you are using in a special way. If you were to
write: "We need to teach discrimination at an early dge," you should add:
"by discrimination I do not mean prejudice. I mean discernment, the ability
to see differences." (Sesame Street has been teaching children this good
kind of discrimination for many years.) The word discrimination used to
have only a positive connotation; it referred to an important critical think-
ing skill. Today, however, the word has been linked to prejudice; to dis-
criminate is to act on one's prejudice against some group. Writing today,
you need to clarify if you are using ine word in its original, positive
meaning.

WHffiIN MffiFII\INffi IS THffi AffiffiUMHNT
We also turn to definition because we believe that a word is being used incor-
rectly or is not fully understood. Columnist George Will once argued that we
should forget ualues and use instead the word oirtues-that we should seek and
admire virtues, not values. His point was that the term rsalues, given to us by
today's social scientists, is associated with sifuational ethics, or with an "7f. it
feels good do it" approach to action. He wants people to return to the more old-
fashioned word oirtues so that we are reminded that some behavior is right and
some is wrong, and that neither the situation nor how we might "feeL" about it
alters those truths. In discussions such as Will's the purpose shifts. Instead of
using definition as one step in an argument, definition becomes the central pur-
pose of the argument. Will rejects the idea that aalues means the same thing as

airtues and asserts that it is virtue-as he defines it-that must guide our behav-
ior. An extended definition is the argument.

STreATffiffi I HS Fffi R ffiEVffiLffPINfr
AhN ffiXTffiruMffiM MEFINITION
Arguing for your meaning of a word provides your purpose in writing. But, it
may not immediately suggest ways to develop such an argument. Let's think in
terms of what definitions essentially do: They establish criteria for a class or
category and then exclude other items from that category. (A pen is a writing
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instrument that uses ink.) Do you see your definition as drawing a line or as

setting up two entirely separate categories? For example:

When does interrogation

177

torture?

One might argue that some strategies for making the person questioned
uncomfortable are appropriate to interrogation (reduced sleep or comforts,
loud noise). But, at some point (stretching on a rack or waterboarding) one
crosses a line to torture. To define torture, you have to explain where that line
is-and how the actions on one side of the line are different from those on the
other side.

\tVhat are the characteristics of wisdom as opposed to knowledge?

Do we cross a line from knowledge to become wise? Not many would agree
with this, more likely arguing that wisdom requires traits or skills that are not
to be found by increasing one's knowledge. The categories are separate.

Envisioning these two approaches supports the abstract thinking that
defining requires. Then what? Use some of the basic strategies of good
writing:

. Descriptioe details. Illustrate with specifics. List the traits of a leader or a
courageous person. Explain the behaviors that we find in a wise person, or
the behaviors that should be called torture. Describe the situations in which
liberty can flouristu or the situations that result from unjust laws. Remember
to use negative traits as well as positive ones. That is, show what is not cov-
ered by the word you are defining.

o Examples. Develop your definition with actual or hypothetical examples.
Churchill, Linco1n, and FDR can all be used as examples of leaders. The
biblical Solomon is generally acknowledged as a good example of a wise
person. You can also create a hypothetical wise or courteous person, or a
person whose behavior you would consider virtuous.

.. Comparison and/or contrast, Clarify and limit your definition by contrasting it
with words of similar-but not exactly the same-meanings. For example,
what are the differences between knowledge and wisdom or interrogation

become_ll
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and torture? The goal of your essay is to establish subtle but important dif-
ferences so that your readers understand precisely what you want a given
word to mean. In an essay at the end of this chapteq, Robin Givhan distin-
guishes among glamour, charisma, and cool as a way to develop her defini-
tion of glamour.

o History of usage or word origin. The word's original meanings can be instruc-
tive. If the word has changed meaning over time, explore these changes as

clues to how the word can (or should) be used. If you want readers to
reclaim discrimination as a positive trait, then show them how that was part
of the word's original meaning before the word became tied to prejudice.
Word origin-etymology-can also give us insight into a word's meaning.
Many words in English come from another language, or they are a combi-
nation of two words. The words liberty and freedom can usefully be dis-
cussed by exami.i^g etymology. Most dictionaries provide some word
origin information, but the best source is, always, the Oxford English
Dictionary.

o Use or function. Afrequent strategy for defining is explaining an item's use
or function: A pencil is a writing instrument. A similar approach can give
insight into more general or abstract words as well. For example, what do
we have-or gain-by emphasizing virtues instead of values? Or, what
does a wise person do that a non-wise person does not do?

. Metaphors. Consider using figurative comparisons. When fresh, not clich6s,
they add vividness to your writing while offering insight into your under-
standing of the word.

In an essay titled "Why lBlog," Andrew Sullivan, one of the Internet's ear-
liest bloggers, uses many of these strategies for developing a definition of the
termblog:

c Word origin. "The word blog is a conflation of two word s: Web and log. . . .

In the monosyllabic vernacular of the Internet, Web log soon became the
word blog."

o One-sentence definition "It contains in its four letters a concise and accurate
self-description: it is a log of thoughts and writing posted publicly on the
World Wide Web."

o Descrytiae details. "This form of instant and global self-publishing . . .

allows for no retroactive editing. . . . [I]ts truth [is] inherently transttory."
o Contrast. "The wise panic that can paralyze a writer . . . is not available to a

blogger. You can't have blogger's block."
. Metaphors. " Ablog . . . bobs on the surface of the ocean but has its anchor-

age in waters deeper than those print media is technologically able to
exploit."

These snippets from Sullivan's lengthy essay give us a good look at defining
strategies in action.
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GUIDELINES

When reading definition arguments, what should you look for? The basics
of good argument apply to all arguments: a clear statement of claim, quali-
fied if appropriate, a clear explanation of reasons and evidence, and enough
relevant evidence to support the claim. How do we recognize these qualities
in a definition argument? Use the following points as guides to evaluating:

. Why is the word being defined? Has the writer convinced you of the
need to understand the word's meaning or change the way the word is

commonly used?
o How is the word defined? Has the writer established his or her defini-

tion, clearly distinguishing it from what the writer perceives to be objec-
tionable definitions? lt is hard to judge the usefulness of the writer's
position if the differences in meaning remain fuzzy.lf George Will is going
to argue for using virtues instead of values, he needs to be sure that read-
ers understand the differences he sees in the two words.

o What strategies are used to develop the definition? Can you recog-
nize the different types of evidence presented and see what the writer is

doing in his or her argument? This kind of analysis can aid your evaluation
of a definition argument.

o What are the implications of accepting the author's definition? Why
does George Will want readers to embrace virtues rather than values?
Will's argument is not just about subtle points of language. His argument
is also about attitudes that affect public policy issues. Part of any evalua-
tion of a definition argument must include our assessment of the authort
definition.

o ls the definition argument convincing? Do the reasons and evidence
lead you to agree with the author, to accept the idea of the definition and
its implications as well?

PRTPARING A DEFINITICN ARGUMENT
In addition to the guidelines for writing arguments presented in Chapter 4,you
can use the following advice specific to writing definition arguments.

Planning

1. Think: \AIhy do you want to define your term? To add to our understanding
of a complex term? To challenge the use of the word by others? If you don't
have a good reason to write, find a different word to examine.

2. Think: How are you defining the word? What are the elements / pafts / steps
in your definition? Some brainstorming notes are probably helpful to keep
your definition concrete and focused.
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## $ really love Ben's Camaro; it's so much more fun to go out with him than to
il go with Gregory in his Volvo wagon," you confide to a friend. "On the

other hand, Ben always wants to see the latest horror movie-and boy are they
horrid! I'd much rather watch one of our teams play-whatever the season;

sports events are so much more fun than horror movies!"
'Well, at least you and Ben agree not to listen to Amy Winehouse CDs.

Her life is so messed up; why would anyone admire her music?" your friend
responds.

CHARACTHRISTICS ffi F f;VALUATION
ARGUMENTS
Evaluations. How easy they are to make. We do it all the time. So, surely an
evaluation argument should be easy to prepare. Not so fast. Remember at the
beginning of the discussion of argument in Chapter 3, we observed that we do
not argue about personal preferences because there is no basis for building an
argument. If you don't like horror movies, then don't go to them-even with
Ben! However, once you assert that sporting events are more fun than horror
movies, you have shifted from personal preference to the world of argument,
the world in which others will judge the effectiveness of your logic and evi-
dence. On whatbasis can you argue that one activity is more fun than the other?
And, always more fun? And, more fun for everyone? You probably need to
qualify this claim and then you will need to establish the criteria by which you
have made your evaluation. Although you might find it easier to defend your
preference for a car for dates r !o1t, at least in theory, can build a convincing
argument for a qualified claim in support of sporting events. Your friend,
though, will have great difficulty justifying her evaluation of Winehouse based
on Winehouse's lifestyle. An evaluation of her music needs to be defended
based on criteria about music-unless she wants to try to argue that any music
made by people with unconventional or immoral lifestyles will be bad music, a

tough claim to defend.
In a column for Time magazine, Charles Krauthammer argues that Tiger

Woods is the greatest golfer ever to play the game. He writes:

How do we know? You could try Method 1: Compare him directly with the
former greatest golfeg ]ack Nicklaus. . . . But that is not the right way to
compare. You cannot compare greatness directly across the ages. There are so
many intervening variables: changes in technology, training, terrain,
equipment, often rules and customs.

How then do we determine who is greatest? Method 2: The Gap. Situate
each among his contemporaries. Who towers? . . . Nicklaus was great,but he
ran with peers: Palmer, Player, Watson. Tiger has none.

Krauthammer continues with statistics to demonstrate that there is no one play-
ing now with Tiger who comes close in number of tournaments won, number
of majors won, and number of strokes better in these events than the next
player. He then applies the Gap Method to Babe Ruth in baseball, Wayne
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Gretzky in hockey" and Bobby Fischer in chess to demonstrate that it works to
reveal true greatness in competition among the world's best.

Krauthammer clearly explains his Gap Method, his basic criterion for judg-
ing greatness. Then he provides the data to support his conclusions about who
are or were the greatest in various fields. His is a convincing evaluation
argument.

These examples suggest some key points about evaluation arguments:

. Evaluation arguments are arguments, not statements of personal prefer-
ences. As such, they need a precise, qualified claim and reasons and evi-
dence for support, just like any argument.

. Evaluation arguments are about "good" and "bad r" "best" and "worst."
These arguments are not about what we should or should not do or why a
situation is the way it is. The debate is not whether one should select a boy-
friend based on the kind of car he drives or why horror movies have so
much appeal for many viewers. The argument is that sports events are
great entertainment, or better entertainment than horror movies.

. Evaluation arguments need to be developed based on a clear statement of
the criteria for evaluating. Winehouse has won Grammys for her music-
why? By what standards of excellence do we judge a singer? A voice with
great musicality and nuance? The selection of songs with meaningful lyr-
ics? The ability to engage listeners-the way the singer can "sell" a song?
The number of recordings sold and awards won? All of these criteria?
Something else?

. Evaluation arguments, to be successful, may need to defend the criteria,
not just to list them and show that the subject of the argument meets
those criteria. Suppose you want to argue that sporting events are great
entertainment because it is exciting to cheer with others, you get to see
thrilling action, and it is good, clean fun. Are sports always "good, clean
htrt"? Some of the fighting in hockey matches is quite vicious. Some football
players get away with dirty hits. Krauthammer argues that his Method 2
provides the better criterion for judging greahress and then shows why it is
the better method. Do not underestimate the challenge of writing an effec-
tive evaluation argument.

TYPHS ilF HVALUATI#N AKGUMHNTS
The examples we have examined above are about people or items or experi-
ences in our lives. Tiger Woods is the greatest golfer ever, based on the Gap
Method criterion. Sports events are more fun to attend than horror movies. We
can (and do!) evaluate just about everything we know or do or buy. This is one
type of evaluation argument. In this category we would place the review-of a
book, movie, concert, or something similar.

A second type of evaluation is a response to another person's argument.
We are not explaining why the car or college, sitcom or singer, is good or great
or the best. Instead, we are responding to one specific argument we have read
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(or listened to) that we think is flawed, flawed in many ways or in one signifi-
cant way that essentially destroys the argument. This type of evaluation argu-
ment is called a rebuttal or refutation argument.

Sometimes our response to what we consider a really bad argument is to go
beyond the rebuttal and write a counterargument. Rather than writing about
the limitations and flaws in our friend's evaluation of Winehouse as a singer
not to be listened to, we decide to write our own argument evaluating
Winehouse's strengths as a contemporary singer. This counterargument is best
described as an evaluation argument, not a refutation. Similarly, we can dis-
agree with someone's argument defending restrictions placed by colleges on
student file sharing. But, if we decide to write a counterargument defending
sfudents'rights to share music files, we have moved from rebuttal to our own
position paper, our own argument based on values. Counterarguments are best
seen as belonging to one of the other genres of argument discussed in this sec-
tion of the text.

GUIDELINES

The basics of good argument apply to all arguments: a clear statement of
claim, qualified as appropriate, a clear explanation of reasons and evidence,
and enough relevant evidence to support the claim. When reading evalua-
tion arguments, use the following points as additional guides:

o What is the writer's claim? ls it clear, qualified if necessary, and focused
on the task of evaluating?

Has the writer considered audience as a basis for both claim and cri-
teria? Your college may be a good choice for you, given your criteria for
choosing, but is it a good choice for your audience? Oualifications need
to be based on audience: College A is a great school for young people in
need of B and with X amount of funds. Or: Ihe Da Vinci Code is an enter-
taining read for those with some understanding of art history and knowl-
edge of the Roman Catholic Church.

What criteria are presented as the basis for evaluation? Are they
clearly stated? Do they seem reasonable for the topic of evaluation? Are
they defended if necessary?

What evidence and/or reasons are presented to show that the item
under evaluation passes the criteria test? Specifics are important in any
evaluation argument
What are the implications of the claim? lf we accept the Gap Method
for determining greatness, does that mean that we can never compare
stars from different generations? lf we agree with the rebuttal argument,
does that mean that there are no good arguments for the claim in the
essay being refuted?

ts the argument convincing? Does the evidence lead you to agree with
the author? Do you want to buy that car, listen to that CD, read that book,
see that film as a result of reading the argument?

Analyzing an
Eva luation
Argument



;\ s we established in Chapter 4, all arguments involve values. Evaluation
ffiarguments require judgment-thoughtful judgment, one hopes, based on
criteria-but judgment nonetheless. If you believe that no one should spend
more than $25,000 for a ca{, then you will not appreciate the qualities that attract
some people to Mercedes. \A/hen one argues that government tax rates should
go up as income goes up, it is because one believes that it is rigltt for govern-
ment to redistribute income to some degree: The rich pay more in taxes, the
poor get more in services. When countries ban the importing of ivory, they do
so because they believe it is wrong to destroy the magnificent elephant just so

humans can use their ivory tusks for decorative items. (Observe that the word
magnificent expresses a value.)

Some arguments, though I are less about judging what is good or best, or
less about how to solve specific problems, than they are about stating a position
on €u:r issue. An argument that defends a general position (segregated schools
are wrong) may imply action that should result (schools should be integrated),
but the focus of the argument is first to state and defend the position. It is help-
ful to view these arguments, based heavily on values and a logical sequencing
of ideas with less emphasis on specifics, as a separate type-genre-of argu-
ment. These claims of values are often called position papers.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PCSITICN PAPER

The position paper, or claim of values, frdy be the most difficult of arguments
simply because it is often perceived to be the easiest. Let's think about this kind
of argument:

A claim based on values and argued more with logic than specifics is usu-
ally more general or abstract or philosophical than other types of argument.
Greenpeace objects to commercial fishing that uses large nets that ensnare
dolphins along with commercial fish such as tuna. \AIhy? Because we ought
not to destroy such beautiful and highly developed animals. Because we
ought not to destroy more than we need, to waste part of nature because
we are careless or in a hurry. For Greenpeace, the issue is about values-
though it may be about money for the commercial fishermen.

The position paper makes a claim about what is right or wrong, good or
bad,for us as individuals or as a society. Topics can range from capital pun-
ishment to pornography to endangered species.

A claim based on values is often developed in large part by a logical
sequencing of reasons. But a support of principles also depends on relevant
facts. Remember the long list of specific abuses listed in the Declaration of
Independence (see pp. 150-53). If Greenpeace can show that commercial
fisheries can be successful using a different kind of net or staying away
from areas heavily populated by dolphins, it can probably get more support
for its general principles.
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A successful position paper requires more than a forceful statement of
personal beliefs. If we can reason logically from principles widely shared
by our audience, we are more likely to be successful. If we are going to
challenge their beliefs or values, then we need to consider the conciliatory
approach as a strategy for getting them to at least listen to our argument.

GUIDELINES

When reading position papers, what should you look for? Again, the basics
of good argument apply here as well as with definition arguments. To analyze
claims of values specifically, use these questions as guides:

o What is the writer's claim? ls it clear?' .

o ls the claim qualified if necessary? Some claims of value are broad
philosophical assertions ("Capital punishment is immoral and bad public
policy"). Others are qualified ("Capital punishment is acceptable only in
crimes of treason").

o What facts are presented? Are they credible? Are they relevant to the
claim's support?

o What reasons are given in support of the claim? What assumptions are
necessary to tie reasons to claim? Make a list of reasons and assumptions
and analyze the writer's logic. Do you find any fallacies?

o What are the implications of the claim? For example, if you argue for
the legalization of all recreational drugs, you eliminate all "drug problems"
by definition. But what new problems may be created by this approach?
Consider more car accidents and reduced productivity for openers.

. ls the argument convincing? Does the evidence provide strong support
for the claim? Are you prepared to agree with the writer, in whole or in
part?
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Irr addition to the guidelines for writing arguments presented in Chapter 4, yots.
can use the following advice specific to writing position papers or claims of va1ue.

Planning

1. Think \Atrhat claim, exactly, do you want to support? Should you qualify
your first attempt at a claim statement?

2. Think What grounds (evidence) do you have to support your claim? You
may want to make a list of the reasons and facts you would consider using
to defend your claim.
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3. Think Study your list of possible grounds and identify the assumptions
(warrants) and backing for your grounds.

4. Think Now make a list of the grounds most often used by those holding
views that oppose your claim. This second list will help you prepare coun-
terarguments to possible rebuttals, but first it will help you test your com-
mitment to your position. If you find the opposition's arguments persuasive
and cannot think how you would rebut them, you may need to rethink
your position. Ideally, your two lists will confirm your views but also
increase your respect for opposing views.

5. Consider: How can I use a conciliatory approach? With an emotion-laden
or highly controversial issue, the conciliatory approach can be an effective
strategy. Conciliatory arguments include

o the use of nonthreatening language,
o the fair expression of opposing views, and
o a statement of the common ground shared by opposing sides.

You may want to use a conciliatory approach when (1) you know your
views will be unpopular with at least some members of your audience; (2) the
issue is highly emotional and has sides that are "entrenched" so that you are
seeking some accommodations rather than dramatic changes of position; (3)
you need to interact with members of your audience and want to keep a respect-
ful relationship going. The sample student essay on gun control (at the end of
this chapter) illustrates a conciliatory approach.

Drafting

1. Begin with an opening parugraph or two that introduces your topic in an
interesting way. Possibilities include a statement of the issue's seriousness
or reasons why the issue is currently being debated-or why we should go
back to reexamine it. Some writers are spurred by a recent event that receives
media coverage; recounting such an event can produce an effective open-
ing. You can also briefly summarize points of the opposition that you will
challenge in supporting your claim. M*y counterarguments are position
Papers.

2. Decide where to place your claim statement. Your best choices are either
early in your essay or at the end of your essay, after you have made your
case. The second approach can be an effective alternative to the more
common pattern of stating one's claim early.

3. Orgaruze evidence in an effective way. One plan is to move from the least
important to the most important reasons, followed by rebuttals to potential
counterarguments. Another possibility is to organize by the arguments of
the opposition, explaining why each of their ieasor,s fails to [old up. A
third approach is to organize logically. That is, if some reasons build on the
accepting of other reasons, you want to begin with the necessary underpin-
nings and then move forward from those.
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Provide a logical defense of or specifics in support of each reason. You have
not finished your task by simply asserting several reasons for your claim.
You also need to present facts or examples for or a logical explanation of
each reason. For example, you have not defended your views on capital
punishment by asserting that it is right or just to take the life of a murderer.
\tVhy is it right or just? Executing the murderer will not bring the victim
back to life. Do two wrongs make a right? These are some of the thoughts
your skeptical reader may have unless you explain and justify your reason-
tng. Remember: Quoting another writer's opinion on your topic does not
provide proof for your reasons. It merely shows that someone else agrees
with you.

Maintain an appropriate level of seriousness for an argument of principle.
Of course, word choice must be appropriate to a serious discussion, but in
addition be sure to present reasons that are also appropriately serious. For
example, if you are defendir,g the claim that music CDs should not be sub-
ject to content labeling because such censorship is inconsistent with First
Amendment rights, do not trivialize your argument by includi.g the point
that young people are tired of adults controlling their lives. (This is another
issue for another paper.)

A ffih,$ffiffiK$-$$T Hffiffi ffiffiV$$Iffiru

n Do I have a clear statement of my claim? Is it qualified, if appropriate?

I Have I orgaruzed my argument, building the parts of my support into a

clear and logical structure that readers can follow?

n Have I avoided logical fallacies?

n Have I found relevant facts and examples to support and develop my
reasons?

n Have I paid attention to appropriate word choice, including using a conciliatory
approach if that is a wise strategy?

tr Have I used the basic checklist for revision in Chapter 4 (see p. 105)?

STUroffiruT ffiS$EY

EXAMININC THE ISSUE OF GUN CONTROL

Chris Brown

The United States has a long history of compromise. lssues such as

representation in government have been resolved because of compromise,

forming some of the bases ofAmerican life. Americans, however, like to feel
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ffi ecause we want to know why things happen, arguments about cause are
ffi**Fboth numerous and important to us. We begin asking why at a youngage,
pestering adults with questions such as "Why is the sky blue? " and "Why is the
grass gteert?" And, to make sense of our world, we try our hand at explanations
as youngsters, deciding that the first-grade bully is " a bad boy." The bully's
teache{, however, will seek a more complex explanation because an under-
standing of the causes is the place to start to guide the bully to more socially
acceptable behavior.

As adults we continue the search for answers. We want to understand past
events: \tVhy was President Kennedy assassinated? We want to explain current
situations: Why do so many college students binge drink? And of course we
also want to predict the future: Will the economy improve if there is a tax cut?
All three questions seek a causal explanation, includi.g the last one. If you
answer the last question with a yes, you are claiming that a tax cut is a cause of
economic improvement.

CHARACTHRISTICS OT CAUSAL ARfi U IVl ENTS
Causal arguments vary not only in subject matter but in structure. Here are the
four most typical patterns:

One cause produces one effect.

Dissolve zinc in sulfuric acid ---->zinc sulfate forms

One cause leads to several effects.

Heavy TV viewing
=-- 

incre a s e in stere otYP in g

\-==-t decrease in time spent reading\\
\ decrease in sensitivity to violence

increase in junk food eating

One effect is the result of several causes.

Less reading assigned 
f,

Less writing assig n"a //

Simplifying of textb oot, /

Lower SAT scores

Several causes form a chain of causes leading to a final effect.

The desire for more land for farming 
-----> 

decision to cut
downtrees-morecarbondioxidetrappedinEarth,s
atmosphere ---------------) one cause of current climate changes.
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These models lead to several key points about causal arguments:

r Most causal arguments are highly complex. Except for some simple chemi-
cal reactions, most arguments about cause are difficult, can involve many
steps, and are often open to challenge. Even arguments based in science lead
to shrill exchanges. \Atrhile scientists seek genetic markers for obesity, others
argue that obesity is a result of a lack of willpower. Think, thery how much
more open to debate are arguments about the worldwide economic down-
turn or arguments about human behavior. Many people think that "it's
obvious" that violent TV and video games lead to more aggressive behavior
as well as a loss of horror in the face of violence. And yet, psychologists, in
study after study, have not demonstrated conclusively that there is a clear
causal connection. One way to challenge this causal argument is to point to
the majority of people who do not perform violent acts even though th.y
have watched television and played video games while growing up.

o Because of the multiple and intertwined patterns of causation in many
complex situations, the best causal arguments keep focused on their
purpose. For example, you are concerned with global warming. Cows con-
tribute to global warming. Are we going to stop cattle farming? Not likely.
Factories contribute to global warming. Are we going to tear down facto-
ries? Not likely-but we can demand that smokestacks have filters to
reduce harmful emissions. Focus your argument on the causes that readers
are most likely to accept because they are most likely to accept the action
that the causes imply.

o Learn and use the specific terms and concepts that provide useful guides
to thinking about cause. First, when looking for the cause of an event, we
look for an agent-a person, situation, another event that led to the effect.
For example, a lit cigarette dropped in a bed caused the house fire-the lit
cigarette is the agent. But why, we ask, did someone drop a lit cigarette on
a bed? The person, old and ill, took a sleeping pill and dropped the ciga-
rette when he fell asleep. Where do we stop in the chain of causes?

Second, most events do not occur in a vacuum with a single cause.
There are conditions surrounding the event. The man's age and health were
conditions. Third, we can also look for influences.Tt:re sleeping pill certainly
influenced the man to drop the cigarette. Some conditions and influences
may qualifir as remote causes. Proximate causes are more immediate, usually
closer in time to the event or situation. The man's dozing off is a proximate
cause of the fire. Finally, we come to the precipitating cause, the triggering
event-in our example, the cigarette's igniting the combustible mattress
fabric. Sometimes we are interested primarily in the precipitating cause; in
other situations, we need to go further back to find the remote causes or
conditions that are responsible for what has occurred.

o Be alert to the difference between cause and correlation. First, be certain
that you can defend your pattern of cause and effect as genuine causation,
not as correlation only. Married people are better off financially, are
healthier, and report happier sex lives than singles or cohabiting couples.
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Is this a correlation only? Ol does marriage itself produce these effects?
Linda Waite is one sociologist who argues that marriage is the cause.
Another example: Girls who participate in after-school activities are much
less likely to get pregnant. Are the activities a cause? Probably not. But
there are surely conditions and influences that have led to both the decision
to participate in activities and the decision not to become pregnant.

An Example of Causal Cornplexity:
Lincoln's Election and the Start af the Civil War

If Stephen Douglas had won the 1860 presidential election instead of Abraham
Lincoln, would the Civil War have been avoided? An interesting question posed
to various American history professors and others, including Waite Rawls, pres-
ident of the Museum of the Confederacy. Their responses were part of an article
that appeared in the Washington Post on November 7,2010.

Obviously, this is a question that cannot be answered, but it led Rawls to
discuss the sequence of causes leading to the breakout of the war. Rawls orga-
nizes his brief causal analysis around a great metaphor: the building and filling
and then lighting of a keg of powder. Let's look at his analysis.

Existing Conditions
"The wood for the keg was shaped by the inability of the founding fathers to
solve the two big problems of state sovereignty and slavery in the shaping of
the Constitution."

More Recent lnfluences
1. "[T]he economics of taxes and the politics of control of the westward expan-

sion were added to those two original issues as the keg was filled with
powder."

2. "By the time of the creation of the Republican Party in 1856, the powder keg
was almost full and waiting for a fuse. And the election of any candidate
from the Republican Party-a purely sectional party-put the fuse in the
powder keg, and the Deep South states seceded. But there was still no war."

Proximate Causes

"TWo simultaneous mistakes in judgment brought the matches out of the
pocket-the Deep South mistakenly thought that Lincoln, now elected, would
not enforce the Union, and Lincoh:r mistakenly thought that the general popula-
tion of the South would not follow the leadership" of the Deep South states.

Precipitating Causes

1. "Lincoln struck the match when he called the bluff of the South Carolinians
and attempted to reinforce Fort Sumte{, but that match could have gone out
without an explosion."
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2. "Lincoln struck a second, more fateful match, when he called for troops to

put down the 'insurrection.'That forced the Upper South and Border States

into a conflict that they had vainly attempted to avoid." (Reprinted by
permission of Waite Rawls.)

Rawls conclud,es that the election of Lincoln did not start the war; it was only
one step in a complex series of causes that led to Ameriea's bloodiest war. His
analysis helps us see the complexity of cause/effect analysis.

Millk Methods for Investigatlng Causes

Iot11, Stuart MiIl, a nineteenth-century British philosopher, explained in detail

some important ways of investigating and demonstrating causal relationships:

.orrr*or,ility, diffeier'rce, and process of elimination. We can benefit in our

study of cause by understanding and using his methods.

1. Commonality. One way to isolate cause is to demonstrate that one agent is

commonto similar oui.o*es. For instance, twenty-five employees attend a

company luncheon. Late in the day, ten report to area hospitals, and another

foui complain the next day of having experienced vomiting the night
before. Public health officials will soon want to know what these people ate

for lunch. Different people during the same twelve-hour period had similar
physical symptoms-of food poisoning. The common factor may well have

been the tuna salad they ate for lunch.

Z. Dffirence. Another way to isolate cause is to recognLze one key dffirenc-e.lf

two situations are alike in every way but one, and the situations result in
different outcomes, then the one way they differ must have caused the

different outcome.
Studies in the social sciences are often based on the single-difference

method. To test for the best teachi^g methods for math, an educator could

set up an experiment with two classrooms similar in every way exc€pt_th1t

o.r" .1u5 deiotes fifteen minutes three days a week to instruction by drill.
If the class receiving the drill scores much higher on a standard test given to

both groups of students, the educator could argue that math drills make a

measurabie difference in leaming math. But the educator should be pre-

pared for skeptics to challenge the assertion of only one diffgrence between

ih" t ro classis. Could the teacher's attitude toward the drills also make a

difference in student leaming? If the differences in student scores are sig-

nificant, the educator probably has a good argument, even though a teach-

er's attitude cannot be controlled in the experiment'

3. Process of elimination. One can develop a causal argument around a tech-

nique we all use for problem solving: the process of elimination. When some-

thing happens, *" "iu*ine 
all possible causes and eliminate them, one by

one,-untili" ur" satisfied that we have isolated the actual cause (or causes).

When the Federal Aviation Administration has to investigate a plane

crash, it uses this process, exploring possible causes such as mechanical

failure, weather, human error, or terrorism. Sometimes the process isolates
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more than one cause or points to a likely cause without providing absolute
proof. You will see how Lester Thurow uses the process of elimination
method in his argument at the end of this chapter (pp. 236-38).

EXERCISE: Understanding Causal Patterns

From the following events or situations, select the one you know best and list as many
conditions, influences, and causes-remote, proximate, precipitating-as you can

think of. You may want to do this exercise with your class partner or in small groups.
Be prepared to explain your causal pattern to the class.

1. Teen suicide
2. Global warming
3. Increase in the numbers of women elected to public office
4. High salaries of professional athletes
5. Increased interest in soccer in the United States

6. Comparatively low scores by U.S. students on international tests in math and
science

7. Majority of undergraduates now women

GUIDELINES

When analyzing causal arguments, what should you look for? The basics of
good argument apply to all arguments: a clear statement of claim, qualified
if appropriate; a clear explanation of reasons and evidence; and enough rel-
evant evidence to support the claim. How do we recognize these qualities in
a causal argument? Use these points as guides to analyzing:

Does the writer carefully distinguish among types of causes? Word
choice is crucial. ls the argument that A and A alone caused B or that A
was one of several contributing causes?

Does the writer recognize the complexity of causation and not rush
to assert only one cause for a complex event or situation? The credi-
bility of an argument about cause is quickly lost if readers find the argu-
ment oversimplified.
ls the argument's claim clearly stated, with qualifications as appropri-
ate? lf the writer wants to argue for one cause, not the only cause, of an

event or situation, then the claim's wording" must make this limited goal clear
to readers. For example, one can perhaps build the case for heavy television
viewing as one cause of stereotyping, loss of sensitivity to violence, and
increased fearfulness. But we know that the home environment and neigh-
borhood and school environments also do much to shape attitudes.

o What reasons and evidence are given to support the argument? Can
you see the writert pattern of development? Does the reasoning seem
logical? Are the data relevant? This kind of analysis of the argument will
help you evaluate it.

Analyzing
Causal
Arguments



Vo, think that there are several spots on campus that need additional light-
ff ing at night. You are concemed that the lake near your hometown is green,

with algae floating on it. You believe that bikers on the campus need to have
paths and a bike lane on the main roads into the college. These are serious local
issues; you should be concerned about them. And, perhaps it is time to act on
your concerns-how can you do that? You can write a proposal, perhaps a let-
ter to the editor of the college newspaper or your hometown newsPaPer.

These three issues invite a reconunendation for change. And to make that
reconunendation is to offer a solution to what you perceive to be a problem.
Public policy arguments, whether local and specific (such as lampposts or bike
lanes), or more general and far-reaching (such as the federal goveffIment must
stop the flow of illegal drugs into the country) can best be understood as argu-
ments over solutions to problems. If there are only L0 sfudents on campus who
bike to class or only 200 Americans wanting to buy cocaine, then most people
would not agree that we have two serious problems in need of debate over the
best solutions. But, when the numbers become significant, then we see a prob-
lem and start seeking solutions.

Consider some of these issues stated as policy claims:

. The college needs bike lanes on campus roads and more bike paths across
the campus.

o We need to spend whatever is necessary to stop the flow of drugs into this
country.

Each claim offers a solution to a problem, as we can see:

. Bikers will be safer if there are bike lanes on main road.s and more bike
paths across the campus.

o The way to address the drug problem in this country is to elimrnate the
supply of drugs.

The basic idea of policy proposals looks like this:

Somebody should (or should not) do X - because:
(soloe this problem)( Indioidual, or g anization, gon ernment )

Observe that proposal arguments recommend action. Th"y look to the
future. And, they often advise the spending of someone's time and/ or money.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PRCBLIM1
SOLUTION ARGUMENTS

. Proposal arguments may be about local and specific problems or about broader,

more general public policy issues. We need to "think globally" these days, but
we still often need to "act locally," to address the problems we see around
us in our classrooms, offices, and communities.
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. Proposal arguments usually need to define the problem, How we define a

problem has much to do with what kinds of solutions are appropriate. For
example, many people are concerned about our ability to feed a growing
world population. Some will argue that the problem is not an agricultural
one-how much food we can produce. The problem is a political one-how
we distribute the food, at what cost, and how competent or fatr some gov-
ernments are in handling food distribution. If the problem is agricultural,
we need to worry about available farmland, water supply, and farming
technology. If the problem is political, then we need to concern ourselves
with price supports, distribution strategies, and embargoes for political
leverage. To develop aproblem/solution argument, you firstneed to define
the problem.
How we define the problem also fficts what rae think are the causes of the problem.
Cause is often a part of the debate, especially with far-reaching policy
issues, and may need to be addressed, particularly if solutions are tied to
eliminating what we consider to be the causes. \tVhy are illegal drugs com-
ing into the United States? Because people want those drugs. Do you solve
the problems related to d*g addicts by stopping the supply? Or, do you
address the demand for drugs in the first place?

Proposal arguments need to be deoeloped with an understanding of the processes of
goaernrnent, from college administrations to city goaernments to the federal
bureaucracy, ls that dying lake near your town on city property or state
land? Are there conservation groups in your area who can be called on to
help with the process of presenting proposals to the appropriate people?
Proposal arguments need to be based on the understanding that they ask for
change-and many people do not like change, period. Probably all but the wealth-
iest Americans recognize that our health-care system needs fixing. That
doesn't change the fact that many working people strugglingto pay premi-
urns are afraid of any changes introduced by the federal government.

Successful problem/solution arguments offer solutions that can reali.stically be

accomplished. Consider Prohibition, for example. This was a solution to
problem drinking-except that it did not work, could not be enforced,
because the majorlty ol Americans would not abide by the law.

Ana lyzing Problem/Sol ution Arg uments
When analyzing problem/solution arguments, what should you look for?
ln addition to the basics of good argument, use these points as guides to
analyzing:

. ls the writer's claim not just clear but also appropriately qualified and
focused? For example, if the school board in the writert community is

not doing a good job of communicating its goals as a basis for its funding
package, the writer needs to focus just on that particular school board,
not on school boards in general.
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Does the writer show an awareness of the complexity of most public
policy issues? There are many different kinds of problems with American
schools and many more causes for those problems. A simple solution-a
longer school year, more money spent, vouchers-is not likely to solve the
mixed bag of problems. Oversimplified arguments quickly lose credibility.

How does the writer define and explain the problem? ls the way the
problem is stated clear? Does it make sense to you? lf the problem is

being defined differently than most people have defined it, has the writer
argued convincingly for looking at the problem in this new way?

What reasons and evidence are given to support the writer's
solutions? Can you see how the writer develops the argument? Does the
reasoning seem logical? Are the data relevant? This kind of analysis will
help you evaluate the proposed solutions.

o Does the writer address the feasibility of the proposed solutions?
Does the writer make a convincing case for the realistic possibility of
achieving the proposed solutions?

o ls the argument convincing? Will the solutions solve the problem as it
has been defined? Has the problem been defined accurately? Can the
solutions be achieved?

Read and study the following annotated argument. Complete your analysis
by answering the questions that foIIow.
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A NEW STRATEGY FOR
THE WAR ON DRUGS JAME$ (}. W!LS#I{

Author of The MoralSense (1997), James O. Wilson is a professor of public policy at
Pepperdine University. His solution to Americat drug problem was published on April 13,

2000, in the Wall Street Journal.

The current Senate deliberation over aid to Colombia aimed at fighting
narcotics reminds us that there are two debates over how the government
ought to deal with dangerous drugs. The first is about their illegality and the
second is about their control. People who wish to legalize drugs and those
who wish to curtail their supply believe that their methods will reduce crime.
Both these views are mistaken, but there is a third way.

Advocates of legalization think that both buyers and sellers would benefit.
People who can buy drugs freely and at something like free-market prices
would no longer have to steal to afford cocaine or heroin; dealers would no
longer have to use violence and cdrruption to maintain their market share.
Though drugs may haim people, reducing this harm would be a medical prob-
lem not a criminal-justice one. Crime would drop sharply.

PRICES WOULD FALL

But there is an error in this calculation. Legalizing drugs means letting the
price fall to its competitive rate (plus taxes and advertising costs). That market
price would probably be somewhere between one-third and 1l2Oth of the
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